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OECD Releases 14 Additional Country
Profiles Containing Key Aspects of
Transfer Pricing Legislation

Considerations for Intra-Group Services.” The comments were
published by the OECD in June.
The goal is to finish the exercise by the end of 2018 and

In April, the OECD published new transfer pricing country

make changes that will proactively handle tax disputes and

profiles for 14 new countries including Australia, China,

guidelines associated with risk assessment.

Estonia, France, Georgia, Hungary, India, Israel,
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Liechtenstein, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Sweden and

Although the OECD has come to the conclusion that there

Uruguay, which brings the updated country profile count

isn’t a current need to change or update guidance on safe

to 45. These new profiles reflect key Transfer Pricing

harbors and arbitration, they are open to public comments

legislation and practices specific to each country such as:

on those issues as well as a handful of others.
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• Arm’s Length Principle

• Transfer Pricing Methods
• Comparability Analysis
• Intangible Property

• Intra-Group Services

OECD Releases New Guidance on the
Application of the Approach to
Hard-to-Value Intangibles and the
Transactional Profit Split Method
under BEPS Actions 8-10.

• Cost Contribution Agreements
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• Transfer Pricing Documentation

In June, the OECD released two reports with new

• Administrative Approaches to Avoiding & Resolving

guidance on BEPS Actions 8-10. The first report was

Disputes
• Safe Harbors

related to Guidance for Tax Administrations on the
Application of the Approach to Hard-to-Value Intangibles.
The new guidance for tax administrations on the

Each country profile is intended to reflect the current state

application of the hard-to-value intangibles (HTVI)

of that country’s legislation and indicate to what extent their

approach is aimed at creating a simplified common

rules follow the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines.

language among tax administrators on how to apply
adjustments. The result is a more consistent process that

OECD Considers Two New Projects to
Revise the Guidance in Chapter IV
and Chapter VII of the Transfer
Pricing Guidelines

should reduce the risk of economic double taxation.
The second report revolved around Revised Guidance on
the Application of the Transactional Split Method. The
profit split method will still apply when considered the most

In May, the OECD invited public comments on the scope of

appropriate method in each situation, but the new

the future revision of Chapter IV, “Administrative Approaches

guidance will aid in determining when it is in fact deemed

to Avoiding and Resolving Transfer Pricing Disputes” and

to be the most appropriate.

Chapter VII of the Transfer Pricing Guidelines, “Special

IRS Introduces Guidance to Examiners
on Transfer Pricing Issues

Belgian Transfer Pricing Audits:
Increased Manpower and
Effectiveness

In January, the IRS Large Business and International (LB&I)

Updates
Reporting
Requirem

Division provided administrative guidance to field auditors

The Belgian tax authorities issued a new wave of transfer

and examiners on several key transfer pricing examination

pricing audits in February 2018. While the selection,

issues. The guidance provides instructions for how to

criteria, and approach will remain relatively unchanged

conduct transfer pricing examinations and handle advance

throughout 2018, they are expected to change in 2019

Canada

pricing agreement (APA) applications. It also reveals

when Belgian authorities gain access to country-by-country

On March 09

important guidance for taxpayers involved in transfer

reporting data and the Master File and Local File/specific

published gui

pricing audits or APAs.

Belgian Local Form.

reporting in C
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requirements u

The expected focus areas for the new wave of Transfer

filed by comp

Pricing audits were inspired by recent international tax

January 1, 20

• Instructions for examiners on transfer pricing selection -

developments, including the revised OECD Transfer Pricing

meeting a con

cost-sharing arrangement (CSA) stock-based

Guidelines. The Belgian tax authorities have indicated that

million. Curren

compensation and reasonably anticipated benefits in

more scrutiny will be paid to the following areas:

local file requ

Key points include:
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CSAs

“three-tiered d

• Instructions for LB&I on transfer pricing selection and

• Intangibles

response, the

scope of analysis for best method selection

• Financing

and Profit Shif

• Instructions for examiners on transfer pricing

• Procurement

through its req

examination scope – appropriate application of Section

• (Captive) Re-Insurance

CRA’s respons
will not likely

6662(e) penalties
• Interim instructions on issuance of mandatory transfer

By investing in additional manpower, changing their

and local file

pricing information document request and LB&I

investigative approaches, shifting focus areas, and

pricing docum

examinations

stepping up national and international cooperation with

the Canadian

other tax authorities, the Belgian tax authorities are hoping
The above reflect the IRS’s intent to be more selective and

to audit transfer pricing and international tax matters in a

India

strategic about the types of transfer pricing issues it

more efficient way.

On October 6

Government o

decides to pursue. In particular, the instructions for
examiners on Section 6662(e) penalties emphasizes that

Mexico Amends and Australia Updates Instructions

master file and

penalties may apply to a taxpayer if the taxpayer fails to

Mexico recently amended the deadline for the informative

recommendat

create or to timely provide transfer pricing documentation

statement on tax status (DISIF) so that the statement is now

were then rele

or when the transfer pricing documentation provided is

due on the same date as the annual tax return (March

unreasonable or inadequate.

31st). This means that transfer pricing documentation will

• Rule 10DA

timelines, requ
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OECD Releases BEPS Discussion Draft
on the Transfer Pricing Aspects of
Financial Transactions
In early July, the OECD invited public comments on a
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• Treasury Function

now need to be submitted prior to the tax return

Form. Companies with international related party dealing

Following the publishing of the format guidelines, the Mexican

apply regardless of any contrary positions under New

• Intra-Group Loans

submission. Furthermore, the extension for the transfer

below AUD 2 million may file the Local File – Short Form and

government published a resolution in the Official Gazette that

Zealand’s Double Tax Agreements (DTAs), unless that DTA

• Cash Pooling

pricing informative return on transactions no longer applies

the deadline to file is 12 months after the end of the reporting

amends the aggregate information required in CbC reports

incorporates the OECD’s latest permanent establishment

• Hedging

since DISIF is now due with the return.

year. The requirement to submit a Local File applies to

with respect to permanent establishments on Nov. 14, 2017.

article (Article 12(1) of the Multilateral Convention).

reporting beginning on or after January 1, 2016 and is part

The amendments clarify the way in which certain permanent

In January 2018, the Australia Taxation Office published

of Australia’s Country-by-Country statements requirements,

establishment information is included in the CbC report, and

Transfer Pricing Rules - The taxation bill includes changes

updated instructions for completing the Local File – Short

which also includes the Master File and CbC report.

• Guarantees and Captive Insurance

discussion draft dealing with the transfer pricing aspects of
financial transactions. The discussion draft’s goal is to

Those who wish to weigh in on the discussion draft are

brings the requirements in line with the OECD guidelines. The

to New Zealand’s transfer pricing rules in order to become

provide guidance on the application of the principles

asked to send their comments by September 7th, 2018 by

areas amended with respect to permanent establishments

more robust and achieve greater alignment with Australia’s

outlined in the 2017 OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines,

email to TransferPricing@oecd.org in word format. Those

include accumulated earnings, stated capital, and tangible

transfer pricing rules. The notable changes include:

drawing special attention to Chapter I, financial

comments should be addressed to the Tax Treaties, Transfer

assets other than cash and cash equivalents.

transactions. Other items related to financial transactions

Pricing and Financial Transactions Division, OECD/CTPA.
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• Shifting the burden of proof from the Commissioner to

BEPS Tax Bill Introduced in New
Zealand to Prevent Multinationals
from Achieving Tax Advantages

that are in discussion include:
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the taxpayer (consistent with the approach for other tax
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